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Abstract
Title:	      The emergence and development of karate in the CR
Objectives:   The main objective of this work is to map the evolution and history of karate and its current
use. Since the establishment in Japan to spread around the world. Focus on the development and history
in the country. Make an overview of the most essential karate clubs in the country. Divide and clearly
present karate styles and their origins and development of key leaders.
Methods: 	In this work I used the method of historical research, collection of secondary data. It was the
archival data, official documents and virtual data. Make clear developments and key dates and figures 
Results:       From the results we found, what are the main styles of karate in the world and here in the
Czech Republic. How many federations and associations operating in the Czech Republic and how it is
to this day active clubs in our country. Places action karate instructors from Japan today. 
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